Abstract. As weakness exists in describing behaviors and mobility in Petri Net theory, we put forward a mode using pi calculus to describe the gird computing, and present its simulation and verification. We briefly introduce the pi calculus at first. Then, it is drawn in detail how to outline single node computing and grid computing by pi calculus: it can be described as a twoplayer game. The first player moves the first token from the node to a neighboring node along an outgoing edge. On the other hand, the second player can respond only by moving the other token from the node it is on to adjacent node along an outgoing edge. It can be defined the winning mechanism which is related to the relation of the two computing ways: strong bi-simulation, weak simulation or reduction simulation. Many properties (such as deadlock or mutual exclusion violation) may be checked in this fashion. At last an example scenario is presented.
Introduction
To provide security modeling, a modeling language -SJAN is described in [1] . SJAN models its security representation by the simple reductions. Once a scenario has been modeled, it can be easily implemented in the real implementation language. SJAN is also suitable for modeling web-services based computation and grid computing. It is developed a logical framework usable for representing, monitoring and enforcing service contracts like SLAs with a combination of adequate logical formalisms in [2] . It may be used in the automation of contract enforcement processes such as the detection of contract violations, authorization control, conflict detection, service billing and reporting. It is not suitable for grid computing or webservice based computation simulation and verification. It is presented a novel grid Node by Node security model in [3] . The numerous grid nodes are partitioned into different autonomy areas and each area is designated a server. SPI calculus is used to verify the security negotiation process. It is a security model which cannot be used for grid computing simulation to reflect the relationship between single node computing and grid computing. A calculus is defined for spatial reasoning on a grid structure in [4] . It also presents a logical calculus, investigates the complexity of the satisfiability problem, and proves its NP completeness and specifies additionally a concrete algorithm for solving it. In the paper [5] , an abstract model of agent-based service publication and discovery for resource management in grid context is presented, which is the basis for analyzing service publication and discovery. Qi et al. [6] presents a new calculus called Membrane Calculus for gird transactions based on P systems and Petri Nets. The paper provides a general semantic calculus of Grid transactions which has two distinct advantages: dynamic structure and location mobility.
A task may be completed in a computer (node) -we call it single node computing, and it may be divided into several subtasks and fmished in many computers (nodes) -grid computing. But what is the relationship of single node computing solution and grid computing solution for a task? If a task can be done by single node, and whether it can be completed by grid computing? Otherwise, if it can be done by grid computing, and whether it can be completed by single node?
In order to solve these problems, a two-player game simulation is introduced: a two-player game on the directed graph who nodes are the processes and whose arrows are given by the transition relation. The two players representing single node and grid computing respectively move alternately. The play is finite, and one player may be in its final position the player whose turn it is cannot move. If a player wins, then it can simulate the other. If losing, it cannot simulate.
The contributes of this paper are: 1) putting forward a new model to support concurrent grid computing or web serviced based computation simulation and verification; 2) using pi calculus to describe the business transaction processes; 3) presenting the algorithms for discussing the relation of the single node computing and grid computing. This paper has been organized as follows. In Secfion 2 we introduce the pi calculus notation and its functionality briefly. In Section 3 we describe the idea of modeling web-services based computation and grid computing. Then grid computing simulation discussion and verification solution based on pi calculus will be addressed in Section 4. An example scenario is provided in section 5. In Section 6 we conclude our work and describe our future plan.
;r-Calculus
The pi calculus provides a fi'amework for describing concurrent systems and reasoning about their behaviors. The entities of the pi calculus are names and processes. Names can be thought of as communication pipelines. Processes, or agents, use names to interact, and pass names to one another by informing them in interactions. Names received by a process can be used and mentioned by it in further interactions. Processes can be defined as follows [7] [8] [9] [10] :
Where, (1) 0 is inaction; it is ^.process that can do nothing; (2) The output prefix xy.P sends the name y via the name X and evolves to P; (3)The input prefix x{z),P can receive any name via X and continue as P with the received name substituted for the bound variable z. (4) The unobservable prefix r.P can evolve invisibly to P. As in CCS (A calculus of Communicating Systems), r can be thought of as expressing an internal action of a process. (5) The match prefix can evolve as P if X and y are the same name, and can do nothing otherwise. (6) P + Q are those of P together with those ofQ. When one of them is chosen, the other is rendered void.
(1)P\Q. The components P and Q _can be executed independently and can interact via shared names. For instance, X yP \ x(z)Q has this capability: to send y via name X, to receive a name via X, and evolve to P \ Q(y I z) invisibly as an effect of an interaction between its components via the shared name X; (8) In the restriction vzP, the scope of the name z is restricted toP . Components of P can use z to interact with one another. (9) Finally, the replication \P can be thought of as an infmite composition/* | P |.... To make process evolvement behavior precise, and it is defmed the reduction rule: ->, on processes. The assertion P ^> P expresses that process P can evolve to process P as a result of an interaction that is an action within P . The essence of reduction is captured in:
{xy.P, +M,) I (x(z)4 +M,)-^P,\ P,{y/z}
The -process P, on the left of the arrow consists of two components. Process V\{xy,P^-\-M^) can send y viax, and process P2(x(z).P2 + M2) receive a name viax . It expresses that P has a reduction arising form an interaction between its components (PI, P2) viax. y is passed form the first component to the second and it will substitute the placeholder z in P2, the two prefixes are consumed. The other two components, expressed by M^ and M^, are rendered void; in summary, P evolves to i^ | P2 f^* / z} . Table 1 presents the reduction rules. 
p -^p' vzP -> vzP'
In pi calculus, its operational semantic can be represented as labeled transition system (LTS).
Definition 1 Labeled Transition System (LTS) LTS can be defined as:
LTs= (5, Table 2 gives their forms in Petri Net and pi calculus. 
DoIteration

P = a,Q Q = b.P-hb.O
WhileIteration
P = a,b.P-ha.O
Computing Modeling
It can be used to simulate a single node computing and the grid computing between many nodes as a two-player game on the directed graph who nodes are the processes and whose arrows are given by the transition relation. The two players move alternately. The play is finite, and one player may be in its final position the player whose turn it is cannot move. A play begins with two nodes occupied by tokens. The first player moves the first token fi*om the node to a neighboring node along an outgoing edge. On the other hand, the second player can respond only by moving the other token fi-om the node it is on to a neighboring node along an outgoing edge. If the play is infinite, then the second player wms. If after some finite number of steps the player whose turn it is cannot move, then that player loses. For given starting processes, the second player has a winning strategy for the game if and only if the processes are reduction bi-similar. That is, they are related by a bi-simulation on the graph.
At the beginning of introducing the bi-simulation, we first describe the T action. Our aim in analyzing the behavior of composite systems is to ignore, as far as possible, their internal actions. We userrto represent the internal action of a composite process, T does not represent a potential communication, and is therefore not directly observable. We regard two processes as equivalent if they exhibit the same (in some sense) pattern of external actions. This amoimts to abstracting form such a process just that external aspect of its behavior which is relevant when it occurs as a component of a still complicated process.
The relations of process P (we use it to represent single node computing or grid computing) and Q (the left computing) can be described as Definition 2 -Definition 6. The transition relations describe how processes can evolve step by step. The transition P -^-> P expresses that P can evolve to P by performing the action a a, sending or receiving a name. P^=^P expresses that P can evolve to P as a resuh of an evolution whose content is action a, but which may involve any number of internal actions before or after a.
Computing Verification
Pi-calculus can be used to simulate the grid computing, and it can also present grid computing verification. It can use the following algorithms to accomplish this function. Algorithm 1 1) begin. 2) divide the task into several sub-tasks according to each node's computing capability;
3) present the workflow diagram according to the transaction rules in single node computing; 4) present the workflow diagram according to the transaction rules for grid computing; 5)change them into the pi-calculus form by LTS (Table 3 -Workflow Basic Forms in pi calculus, Table 2 -Lable transition rules and Table 1 -reduction rules) obtained in steps 3) and 4), and it can be expressed by P and Q respectively; 6) check if existing deadlocks or mutual exclusion violation in them; 7) deduce the bi-simulation type of them belong to: weak bi-simulation, reduction bi-simulation or strong bi-simulation defined in section 3. This can be described as a two-player game. P is a player, and Q is the other. If P wins, then Q cannot simulate the grid computing, that is, the grid computing among the nodes are not successfiil to accomplish the assigned task. If Q wins, the grid computing is succeeding in completing the mission. If there are the above simulations between P and Q, we say Q wins. Otherwise, Q loses; 8) end.
An Example Scenario
The in (Initializing(a) (Initializing(a))) ),Representative The Mobility Workbench (MWB) is an automated tool for manipulating and analyzing mobile concurrent systems (those with evolving connectivity structures) described in the polyadic pi calculus.
The main feature of this version of the MWB is checking open bi-simulation equivalences, and doing so with high efficiency. The open bi-simulation equivalences are described in a polyadic setting, and efficient characterisations of both the strong and the weak equivalences are illustrated and proven to coincide with their standard formulations.
We use MWB here to check the relations of the above processes as shown in Fig  2. It is revealed that the two processes are strong bi-simulation, and they can simulate each other. 
Conclusions and Future Work
In order to describe the relationship of single node computing solution and grid computing solution for a task, a two-player game simulation is introduced. At first, a new model is put forward to support concurrent grid computing or web serviced based computation simulation and verification; then pi calculus is used to describe the business transaction processes; finally, it is presented the algorithms for discussing the relation of the single node computmg and grid computing. As Petri Net theory lacks of the ability of expressing process behaviors and mobility, this mode supports describing the process behaviors and the communications among the Processes. Additionally, it also discloses the relationship of single node computing solution of grid computing solution. In the future, we will detail the model checking and verifying functionality to meet the rigorous demands from grid computing.
